Potential benefits of adaptive frequency-gain characteristics for speech reception in noise.
Some current single-microphone hearing aids employ techniques for adaptively varying the frequency-gain characteristics in an attempt to improve speech reception in noise. The potential benefit of this strategy depends on the spectral spread of masking and the degree to which it can be reduced by changing the frequency-gain characteristic. In this study these benefits were examined for subjects with normal hearing under static listening conditions. In the unprocessed condition, subjects were presented with nonsense syllables in an octave-band noise centered on 0.5, 1, or 2 kHz. The frequency-gain characteristic was then modified with the goal of reducing the intensity of the frequency region containing the octave-band noise. This processing resulted in increases as large as 60 percentage points in consonant-correct scores with the low- and mid-frequency octave noise bands, and a small increase with the high-frequency noise. Masking patterns produced by the octave noises were also measured and were related to the intelligibility results via an analysis based on Articulation Theory. The Articulation Index was also used to compare the effectiveness of three adaptive rules. A simple multiband volume control is expected to provide much of the benefit of more sophisticated systems without the need for separate estimation of input speech and noise spectra.